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AbstrQct: The construction oflhe Bl'lltsk Reservoir, which is on the Lcno-Angankoje Plateau, favoured the aeti"-e
development ormany exogenous geological processes, among which the abrasion of coasts is the most important,
both in intensity and scale. Over the period of operation of the reservoir (1967-1998) the length of abraded coasts
was 2160 km, or 36% of the total length of the coastal line. The maximum width of abrasion of the coast varies
from 200 m to 750 m in unconsolidated sediments lUId is up to 90 m in rocks. The lotal area of abraded territory is
about 5000 h. Nearly 131 000 000 m] of the ground entered the reservoir basin due to abmsion. Geological
gcomorphological fuctOf'S are particularly important controls of the abrasion process.
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Introduction

The study of the processes of abrasion and the
factors, which affect their scale and intensity, is
onc of the most important tasks relating to the
problems ofhow reservoirs change their coastlines
and how this should be managed. Millions of cu
bic meters of sediment are mobilised along and
across the coast as a result of the abrasion. The
changing water levels and wave energy regimes
over the period of operation arc not conducive to
the long-form stabilization of the abrasive process
es, especially on coasts composed ofunconsolidat
ed sediments. The alternating periods of high and
low water levels abrade the coastal slopes. corrc
sponding to a water level 1.5-2.5 m lower than the
normal height of damming (NHD). Owing to in
tensive abrasion, a number of scttlements. arable
lands and forcsts werc directly affected in the
abrasion zone. Accordingly, some settlements bad
to be removed.

The periods of significant intensification of the
process of abrasion in development of the coasts of
the reservoir are related to variations in its hydro
engineering management. Rock weathering, which is

related to a regular soaking and exposure of the rock
is an important contributory process.

In order, a system ofpermaneot observation sites
was installed to study the processes of abrasion
on the reservoir since it started to fill (1961) and.
subsequently, the period ofnormal operation (1967
1998), in the first years of the operation of the
reservoir the measurements were made 3-5 times
in the periods ofopen' water, and subsequently, one
or two times.

The investigations of the reservoir shorelines
allowed us to detelIDine the relationship between the
abrasion and geological-geomorphologieal aod
geodynamical factors.

General characteristics of the reservoir
and the geological-geomorphological
conditions of the coastal zone

Bratsk Reservoir has a very complex configuration
owing to the relief of the flooded river valleys and
the local geological structure. It is the second stage
of the Angarsky cascade scheme for hydroelectric
power generation. Its filling began in 1961, and in
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drawdown has been as much as 10 m.
The filling of the reservoir began .in 1961
and this took 6 years. during which the
slopes of river valleys were flooded along
with an initial formation of its coasts.
In an annual regime. the maximum
abrasion levels are typical ofthe autumn
(Fig.2). A prolonged high level, and storm
conditions promote active abrasion ofthc
rocks on the coastal slopes or exposed
shallows. In April, the level of water is

usually a minimum. A plot ofvariations ofwatcr level
shows that the process of filling of the reservoir
is closely followed by its drawdown (Fig. 2). Thus.
the level does not nonnally reach the NHD or even
close to it.

The many·year regime of water level in the res
ervoir over the period of its operation (1967-1998)
was cyclic with relative stability at certain levels and
with regular variations ofamplitude. A high water level
is typical of the fmt eycle (within the NHD) and was
attained in the periods 1967-1968. 1971-1974. 1984
1989. and 1994-1995. The amplitude of variation of
the water level within any particularcycle varied from
1.2 m (1989) to 4 m (1971). With respect to tbcNHD.
this value varied from 2.1 m to 4.3 m. The second
cycle was characterized by low water level, I m low
er than theNHD(1991)and theminimwn. 7.2 m lower
than that in (J990). In the third cycle, during 1975
1983 and 1996-1998, there was a continuous fall of
the water level in the reservoir. Taken over a several
year-longpcriod, it resulted in maximum amplitude of
9.7 m (1982) relative 10 tbe NHD, and a minimum,
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Hydrodynamic factors - level and wind-wave
regime - are imponant in the development ofabrasion
forms. The scale ofthe abrasion relates to the various
water levels during the history oftbe reservoir.

The Bratsk Reservoir is the reservoir of many~
year regulation. The variation of the level during

Table 1. Extension (\an) of coasts of the Bratsk Reservoir in lOdes of various age

Level and wind-wave regime of the
reservoir

Fig. 2. Variation oftbe level ofwaler in the Bratsk Reservoir over the period of its operation

The coastal zone occurs predominantly in rocks
(3723 km [62%] of 6013 km of the entire
shoreline, 1277 km [21,90/0] of which falls on the
main reservoir structures and 2466 km [40.8%] in
the bays). In unconsolidated sediments. the shoreline
is 2277 km long (38%),1035 km (17,3%) of which
belong to the main reservoir (Table 1).

Afier the Reservoir had been filled, the abrasion
platform along the shorelines was as wide as 750 m
00 certain outcrops ofunconsolidated sediments and
90 m on rocky shores.
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they are restricted in the nonbcm part of the Reservoir.
Unconsolidatcd sedimcnts of various composition and
gcocsis represent the Quaternary forms.
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Fig. I. The map of zoning of the coasts of the BralSk Reservoir aa::ording to the
intensity of abrasioo over the period of operation (1967-1998). Prepared by
G. I. Ovchinnikov
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October 1967 it reached the NHD
mark. The area of the water surface
is k.. 5500 km!; the body ofwater mass
is k.. 170 km); the coastline is >6000
km long; the average depth is 31 m. and
the maximum depth is 150 m.

The reservoir is located in the south·
em part of the Middle Siberian Plateau.
In the upper part, as far as Ust·Uda-stcppe
and forest-steppe zone prevail whereas
the middle and lower pans lie in the taiga
zone. The basin reliefformcd during a long
geological epoch as a result ofboth fluvial
erosion and tectonic processes. The
shorelines coasts of the reservoir arc
situated along high and steep marginal
slopes of the Angara and its tributaries.
The erosional"cnudational and structural
denudational forms of relief. and forms
of relief dated from the Q.mamry-~
= of aocumularive aod accurnuIativo-
_ 1emlCX:S 10-12 ID aod from 12 ID to

80 m high are distinguished on the
reservoir coast according to the genetic
feature (PaJshin et al.• 1963; Logatchev
et at., 1964). The erosional·denudational
forms ofreliefarc distributed along almost
the whole coast. Structural-denudational
fonns arc identified in the northern part
of the reservoir witbin the Angarsky
mountain-ridge.

A specific feature ofthe Bratsk Reser
voir is that the type of its basin relief. the
surface of the Middle Siberian plateau
eroded by tbe valleys ofiarge rivers and
their tributaries, and largc erosional incision
determined a substantially jagged coastal
line and the distribution of high. mostly
steep slopes.

The intensity ofabrasion ofthe coasts
and the composition ofdrifts depend on
the geological structure of the coastal
zone. which is fanned by Palaeozoic and
Mesozoic rocks and Quaternary deposits
(BralSk Reservoir...• 1963) (Fig. I ; Table
1). The weathered rocks in coastal slopes
are easily abraded.
lo the oonhern part of the reservoir.
the coastal zone consists of nap-rocks.
which are both intrusive and extrusive
fomtS.These are not nonnally abraded
incoastal slopes. but the abrasion of de

luvial deposits. which includes trap debris, provides
a cover, which protects the coast from abrasion. Trap
outcrops fonn only a small pan oflhe rcservoircoast and
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the bulk volwnes and width of abrasion on the Artumay site

1.2 m (1983). In an annual variation at continuous
lowering of the level the amplitude changed from 1.3
ID (1976) to 4 m (1980) in respect of the minima and
maxtrna.

Wind turbulence is one ofthe main factors, which
affects the intensity of abrasion of the reservoir
shorelines. It is of variable character and relates to
the morphological differences ofdifferent parts ofthe
reservoir, and the velocity and persistence ofwind of
various directions. The south-ta-north reach of the
reservoir is more then 600 km long. The wind rcgime
varies perceptibly over the whole territory, both in
respect of prevalent windflows directions and
velocities. Most of the moderate and strong winds
are those from the W, NW and SW (56--57%), and
each of the rest - for 4 - 9%. SW and NW windflows
prevail in the southern part of the reservoir; NW and
N in the middle part and W in the northern part. The
strongest winds are equinoctial (Bratsk Reservoir... ,
1978-). The variable windflows across thc reservoir
also produce variable wave conditions in the coastal
zone. In storms, the maximum height ofwaves in open
parts of tbe reservoir is as I\luch as 3.5 m though it
rarely exceeds 1 m in the narrower parts. The energy
of agitation varies in the range from 10000 tons pcr
mcter to 1 100 000 tons per meter (Pulyaevsky et al.,
[976).

Abrasion of coasts

Over the period of its operation, several distinct
cpisodes can be identified in the formation ofcoastal
abrasion zone of the Bratsk Reservoir. These relate
to tbe level ofwater in the reservoir and the intensity
of the abrasion processes, i.e. to years ofhigb water
level: 1967-1968, 1971-1974. 1983-1989 and 1994
1995; to those oflow level ofwater- 1969-1970 and
1990-1993, and to the years of continuously falling
1evel-1975-1982 and 1996--1998.

The first significant year of abrasion was, the
maximum amount, in loessalloams, being 50 m. and
the volume of abraded material averaging 300 mJ/m
shoreline. The shoreline retreated mainly as a result
of landslipping. Of particular interest is that part of
the reservoir coast located on the right bank of the
Oka valley at Artumey. At the end of the period of
filling of the reservoir (1966) the coast was composed
offine sand, which receded there 470 m in relation to
the NHD.ln volume ofrocks, abraded over the period
of 1966--1968 along just onc of the cross-sections,
was ~ 11 000 m3/m shoreline but in thc following
years ofhigb water level in tbe reservoir the recession
did not exceed 1-8 m a year (Fig. 3).

The abrasions of rocks have occurred in the
wcatherworn zone. The resulting sediment was

transfcrred to deep watcr thougb some of il was in
corporated into the littoral drift. The maximum
recession of the edge of the coast was 25 m, and the
volume ofabraded rocks - about 100 m3/m shorcline.
Thc abrasion touched the coastal line within cxtensions
(Pulyaevsky et al., 1971). Thc most ofcoastal scarps
in rocks and half-rocks decomposed in the form of
collapses.

The fonnation ofabraded platfonns and mobilisation
of large amounts of abraded ground led 10 long shore
drifting. Up to 80% of the volume of tile abraded rock
material was deposited on the outer edges of the
platfonns. Large accumulation fonns began to develop
at the mouth ofthe bays (Ovchinnikov & Kamaukhova,
1985).

During the second period (1969-1970) the water
level in the reservoir fell (Fig. 2). Slopes composed
ofroeks were not abraded at Ihat time, but substantial
abrasion of the previously formed platforms took
placc. These became much narrower due to abrasion
of the deposits on the outer edges. The volumcs of
abraded drifts werc ~ 60 m3/m. Thc abrasion of the
exposed platforms resulted in the formation of
secondary scarps, up to 2.5 m high. The recession
of the edge oftbe secondary scarps was 10--22 m in
sandy loams and 6-10 m in sands (Ovchinnikov,
1970). The shoreline thus acquired a double-step
profile. Almost all the drifts ofthe cxposed platforms
were abraded in tbe autumn of 1970, and the line
between the level of water and the coast receded
towards the foot of coastal scarps. The coastal
slopes wcre abraded on some windward parts
fonned from unconsolidated sedimcnls. The abrasion
amountcd to 0.5-2.5 m, and the volume of abraded
material was c. 10--20 mJ/m.

As a result of abrasion of the cxposed zonc, thc
shallows decpened to 2.5 m in sands and loessal
loarns; to 2.0 m in sandy loarns; from 0.7 In to 2.0 m
in sandstones ofthe Mamyrsky Suite; from 0.7 m to
1.0 m in aleurolites, argillites and sandstones oflbe
Vcrkbolensky suite, and to 1.0 m in limestones. The
deepening led to an intensive abrasion of coastal
slopes when the reservoir filled to the NHD in the
succeeding period.

In the third period, 1971-1975, tbe high level of
water and thc prcvious deepening of the abrasion
platforms madc the proccss of abrasion more active
over the decametres. Thc maximum abrasion was,
as before, observed in the 10essalloams - from 8 m
to 50 m. The volumes of abrasion were about 350
mJ/m of the coast. In sandy 1001ms and sands, the
abrasion varied from 12 m to 34 m; in rocks of the
Angarsky Suite it was 1.5-3 m; Vcrkholensky Suitc
1.0-3.0 m, and in the Mamyrsky Suite - 4.0-15 m.
Ncar the cnd of Ihe period, the process of abrasion

2 - Landform~.

tended 10 slow down on the coasts formed in sands
and rocks. Though this was not obsen-ed on the coasts
composed ofloessalloams. Gentle coastal slopes (less
than 4°) began to be abraded and form abrasion scarps
up to 1 m high.

A significant widening of thc platfonns and a
decrease of their inclination characterized this period.
An extensive drifting occurred along the entire coastal
line. Some parts of the shallows began to develop in
accordance with an accumulative type (Pulyacvsky
et al.• 1974).

In the fourth period (1975-1982), the coastal zone
formed during a protracted fall of the rescrvoir Icvel
(Fig. 2). Abrasion ofthe original coast ceased entirely
landslips developed along the fractures, which
separate the block from thc coastal slope. Owing to
further abrasion, the previously deposited drifts
gradually shifted to deeper water. All the drifts had
been removed by the end of this period. All the
shallows within the exposed zones became completely
stripped of drift on the slopes composed of rock
outcrops and the process of erosion abruptly
intensified on thc abraded coasts where the tbalwegs
of ravines and gullies had becn cut. This occurred
not only on the slopes of old ravines but also on the
drained shallows with the ravines, wbjch opencd the
drift units.

Those exposed platforms affected by abrasion,
wcre 7 m to 40 m wide, and the volume of abraded
rocks- varicd betwcen 20 m3Jm and 100 mJ/m shore
line. The secondary scarps, formed on the drained
shallows, were up to 1.5 m bigh. The previously de
posited drifts and deposits ofthe bedrock were abrad
ed. All the drifts deposited in the previous period
were abraded, and the surfaces of the shallows bc
camc more inclined. The outcrops were rapidly at
tacked by weathering agents. With progressive fall
of the rescrvoir Icvel, the shorelinc acquired a multi
stepped profilc. The accumulation [onus were abrad
cd, and thc material, which previously comprised
those forms, drifted inside the bays. In loessalloams
the platforms deepened by 4 m; Q.. 3 m in sandy
loams; £.,.2.5 m in sands, k,.1.5 in rocks of the Verk
holcnsky Suite, and from 1.5t03.0m in the Mamyr
sky Suite.

This fourth period is characterized by a deficit of
drifts, an intensive rock weathering both in coastal
scarps and shallow deposits, and a significant abrasion
ofthe platforms. These conditions promoted abrasion
of the coasts in subsequent years.

A high water level, 1983-1989, characterized the
fifth period. The abrasion of coastal slopes was then
intensive. In summer and autumn of 1983 almost all
the shallows were abraded at a water level 1.5-2.0 m
lower than the NHD, and the line betwcen lhc level

9
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T.ble 2. Bulk volumes orthe rocks abraded at the Bflltsk Reservoir in 1967-1998

AlM_....lw U.........1W
TOWHlkA_ ........ ab,..lo_(., ,0') ....-

Ver\:hneangarsky 4847139 2086070 69332:09

Balagansky elltension 234g312:5 13920000 37403125

Angarsky narrow 2:768750 981250 3750000

Zayarsky extension 7182034,7 4512843,8 11694878,45

Near-dam 2173750 1566875 374062:5

Angarsky stteteh In lotal 40454798,7 23067039 63521837,45

Dolooovsky eXlcnsion 4880500 3298850 8119350

Kahulcsky exlension 25907500 21170250 47077750

Okinsky bay 4193750 2096875 6290625

Okinsky stretch In lotal 34981750 26565975 61547725

lisky bay 3940000 1970000 5910000

Over the reservoir as a whole 79376548,7 51603014 130979562,5

of watcr and the coast receded towards the foot of
scarps. They were intensively abraded at some
places. In UDconsolidated sedimeots the amount of
abrasion was 5-18 ID, and thc volume ofabraded rocks
-- 30-100 m1/m shoreline. 10 the wcathered zone of
the Lower Mamyrsky Sandstoncs, thc abrasion was
05-3.0 ID, and the volume ofabraded material as much
as 25 m).

In subsequent years, the maximum amounts
of abrasion wcre mostly typical of extensions and
related to the coasts formed in loams and sandy
loams. Thus, abrasion amounted to 7-22 m between
the measurements of 1984 and 1985. Thc bulk
volumes of abradcd material werc 80 m1/m
shoreline. The recession of coast composed of the
Ordovician rocks was 0.5-8.0 m, and the maximum
amount of abrasion -- up to 50 m1/m shoreline.
It did not exceed 3 m in the Cambrian rocks.
That period saw the beginning of abrasion of gentle
« 2°) slopes. Only in the period 1983-1985, the
recession of the coast was 7-30 m in locssalloams,
0.1-8.5 m in sandstones of the Mamyrsky Suite, and
O.~.O m in sandstones, aleuJolites and argillities
of the Verkholensky Suite.

Over this period the coast receded up to 50 ID in
sandy loams, up to 60 m in sands, up to 70 m in loams
and locssalloams, up to 6 m in rocks of the Angarsky
Suite, up to 8 ID in the Verkholcnsky Suitc, and up to
18 m in rocks of the Mamyrsky Suite.

10 the sixth period (1990-1993), a 6 ID fall of the
water level in 1990 caused the abrasion of the

platforms, which varied in width from 30 to 250 m.
The wave cffect mostly intensified thc beginning of
abrasion of the unit ofdrained drifts accumulated on
an outer edge of the shallows in the previous period.
Over the spring·sumrner periods (1990-1993) the
width of abrasion of the drained shallows was 2-10
m in sands and 20-50 m in loams. The secondary
scarps mainly occurred in pebble drifts on the exposed
platforms, which cmerged in the Cambrian rocks in
spring·summer periods. The bedrock was abraded in
thc autumns. In the summer·aUlUmn period of 1991,
the exposcd platforms undcrwcnt intensive abrasion
and, at the end of Augusl, wcre complctely abraded
on thc windward coasts formed in weathered rocks
ofthc Verkholcnsky Suite. The lioe between the level
of watcr and the coast recedcd towards the foot of
scarps (the level of water was 2.5 m lower than the
NHD).

The rise of the level ofwater to 400.50 m resulted
in the beginning of abrasion of the coastal slopes. In
certain sectors, the amount ofabrasion was 5-7 ID. In
1993, the water level was low (2.5 m lower than the

HO). 10 June, thc line between the level of water
and the coast was at the foot of scarp 00 a number of
windward sectors, and the abrasion ofcoast began in
the autumn storm period.

The sevcnth (1994-1995) was characterized by
high water levels in the summer-autumn periods and
small values of turbulence ofagitation, factors which
were not favourable to an intensive abrasion. The talus
at the foot of scalll:s and some parts of the coastline

affected by eastward agitation were abradcd, but the
amount of abrasion was not greater than 10-20 m.

In the eighth period (1996-1998), at a low water
level, the erosional and eolian processes were mostly
typical of the exposed platforms with some 300 m •
wide sectors. The deposits of the platforms were
abradcd.

Over the period ofoperation ofthe reservoir, from
1967 to 1998, the total length of the abraded coasts
was 2160 km (about 36%ofthecntire coastline). 1608
km of this belongs to the Angarsky Stretch; 390 km
to the Okinsky and 162 km -to lisky. Along the main
strctches ofthc rescrvoir the coasts are abraded ovcr
a lcngth of 1649 km, and along the bays - at least 511
km. In the initial period of the operation of the full
rescrvoir the abradcd coasts were extcnded regularly,

and at a high rate. In 1966, the length oferoded coasts
was no greater than 700 km. In 1975, it then cxtended
to 1300 km and from 1984 to 1998 it increased by
860 km.

The maximum abrasion ofcoasts (up to 200 km)
was recorded in large sectors ofthe reservoir margins
and is mainly relatcd to the slopes composed of
unconsolidated scdiments. In narrow bays the amount
of abrasion on short single sectors, does nol exceed
10-20 m. Thc intensity and dynamics of abrasion is
shown in Fig. 1,4. The total amount of material
abraded over the entire period of operation of the
reservoir is more than 130000000 mJ (Table 2).
About 40% of this volume remained in the shallow
waters of the reservoir, and the rest was transported
to deep water.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between the width of abrasion in loose sedimcnts and the level ofwaler in Ihe Bratsk
Reservoir over the period of 1967-1998
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Conclusion

The coasts of the Bratsk Reservoir continue to
evolve. The history of their development consists of
certain periods determined by the different level
regimes of the reservoir. the period of an intensive
processing at a normal operation of the reservoir at a
high level of watcr and a gradual attenuation of
abrasion to the cnd of a deep cycle, when the profile
ofdynamic balance begins to fonn for a certain stagc
of developmcnt of tbe coast, and the period of
dynamics ofthe coastal zone at continuously lowering
level (Ovchinnil<ov, 1997).

Over the period of the operation of the reservoir
it is concluded that the coasts composed of rocks arc
characterized by somc slow down of the process of
abrasion, which is due to incision ofthe coastal profile
in more monolithic sedimentary units. It does not
occur on the coasts composed of loose sediments.
Over the period ofoperation, the volumes ofabrasion

"

in somc sectors are more than 2000 mJ/m shoreline.
The volumcs regularly increase from year to year with
some insignificant deviations. Ifthc edge ofthe coastal
slope does not actually recede in shallow years, then
the volumes ofabrasion increase in these periods; this
is due to abrasion of the exposed platfonns.

The periods ofhigh water level, alternating with
lows, controlled the abrasion of coastal slopes at the
levels ofwater 1.5-2.5 m lower than the NHD.
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